Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<RESUME TITAN MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Cast of Characters

Paul Ambrose as CO Captain Matthew Loran
John Teasley as XO Commander John Teasley
Darlene Wise as TO Lieutenant Raine Benson
Kevin Geist as FCO Lieutenant Apollo Jadahn
Russ Hinsley as CSO Ensign Ryan Horn
Janaye Hinsley as OPS Lieutenant Sarah Nichols
Leonard Fletcher as CEO Lieutenant Commander Lars Fletcher
    AGM Dave Smith as Commander Lansing

TO_Benson says:
::On the Bridge at the tactical station watching the "Romulan" ship on sensors as it makes another attack run at the Titan::

XO-Teasley says:
::With Commander Lansing in a Jeffries tube::

Host CO_Loran says:
::Stands on the Bridge near his chair looking out at the stolen ship::  TO: Can you get any readings on that ship, like weak points?

TO_Benson says:
CO: Checking now, Sir.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION:  The attacking ship suddenly veers off its attack course and heads for Alpha Prime, the system's star.

CEO_Fletcher says:
::In Main Engineering having a nervous breakdown::

OPS_Nichols says:
::On the Bridge at OPS, ordering damage control details to different areas of the ship::

TO_Benson says:
CO: Sir, the ship has changed course.  Projected destination is Alpha Prime.  ::Taps console::

XO-Teasley says:
::Reaches phaser control and take off the panel::

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
::Runs scans at Science 1::

Host CO_Loran says:
FCO: Follow that ship.

TO_Benson says:
CO: Results of my scans do not indicate any vulnerable areas of the vessel's defensive systems.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The ship now engages warp and is steadily getting faster.

XO-Teasley says:
::Starts to fix the problem:: Lansing: Is there anything I should worry about while fixing this?

Host CO_Loran says:
Self: This doesn't look good.

Host Cmdr_Lansing says:
XO: Just don't touch the green iso-chip.

OPS_Nichols says:
::Feels the tension on the Bridge double::

TO_Benson says:
CO: The vessel is increasing speed.  Suggest we "put the pedal to the metal" if you want to catch it.  ::Taps console adjusting the sensors::

Host CO_Loran says:
FCO: I hate to do this inside a system, but engage Warp 4 and try and get in front of the ship.

XO-Teasley says:
Lansing: Thanks. ::Keeps working::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The FCO suddenly collapses at his console.

OPS_Nichols says:
::Jumps up and pulls the FCO out of his seat:: *Sickbay* Emergency on the Bridge.

CEO_Fletcher says:
::Goes and checks engine readouts::

Host CO_Loran says:
OPS: Take over and get us in front of that ship.

TO_Benson says:
::Watches in shock as the FCO passes out.  Rushes over and grabs the FCO and drags him off into a corner of the Bridge.  Goes back to the tactical console::

OPS_Nichols says:
::Slides into the FCO seat:: CO: Aye, Sir, warp 4.  ::Sets course and engages the engines::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The fleeing ship is now at warp 5 and using the star's gravitic pull to move faster.

XO-Teasley says:
::Almost there::

OPS_Nichols says:
CO: Sir, the ship now registers at warp 5.

OPS_Nichols says:
<MO Dyed> ::Enters the Bridge and sees the FCO laying in the corner::

XO-Teasley says:
::Fixed:: *Bridge*, Sir, phasers are back online.

Host CO_Loran says:
::Looks at the OPS console and sees that the ship might be doing a sling shot effect to go back in time::  OPS: Increase speed, looks like we might be going back in time.

XO-Teasley says:
::Shuts the panel::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The fleeing ship is now at warp 6.5.

OPS_Nichols says:
CO: Aye, Sir.

TO_Benson says:
::Watches as the phasers come back online:: CO: I have phasers, Sir!

OPS_Nichols says:
::Increases speed according to the future ship::

XO-Teasley says:
Lansing: Let's get back to the Bridge.

TO_Benson says:
All: Increasing power to the Structural Integrity Field and Inertial Dampening Fields!  ::Taps console rerouting power::

OPS_Nichols says:
<MO Dyed> ::Has the nurse help her put the FCO on a stretcher then carries him into turbolift::

Host Cmdr_Lansing says:
XO: Go ahead, I have one more thing to take care of.

XO-Teasley says:
Lansing: Which is?

Host Cmdr_Lansing says:
XO: None of your business.

OPS_Nichols says:
::Slaves OPS console into the FCO panel::

Host CO_Loran says:
OPS: Make sure you take the exact course the alien ship does.

XO-Teasley says:
Lansing: This might be your problem back in the 31st century but you brought us into this so it's our problem too.

OPS_Nichols says:
CO: Aye, Sir, I'm set like a shadow.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The FCO revives as the medic works on him.

OPS_Nichols says:
<MO Dyed> ::Sees the FCO waking up:: FCO: Can you hear me?

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The fleeing ship now registers warp 9.9.

OPS_Nichols says:
CO: They are at warp 9.9, Sir.

Host CO_Loran says:
*Lansing* Commander, we destroyed the football ship, but your future ship got away and looks like it is possibly doing a sling shot effect with Memory Alpha's sun.

OPS_Nichols says:
::Thinks: It's been a long time::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Squints:: MO: Uh...yeah.

Host CO_Loran says:
::Nods to OPS::

CEO_Fletcher says:
::Watches the readouts go higher and higher:: *Bridge* We haven't tested the upgrades with this speed.  I don't know if the hull can take it.

Host Cmdr_Lansing says:
XO: Not this time.  ::Points his finger at the XO::

XO-Teasley says:
::Wonders what is going to happen::

OPS_Nichols says:
<MO Dyed> FCO: You passed out on the Bridge.  I believe it was do to the fact you haven't eaten in several hours.  I've given you a hypospray to counteract the blood sugar level.

TO_Benson says:
All: Taking the weapons systems offline and rerouting power to the Structural Integrity Field and Inertial Dampening Fields!  ::Taps the console rerouting the power::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION:  A beam of light strikes the XO and he crumples to the ground, stunned.

XO-Teasley says:
::Falls unconscious::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Commander Lansing ducks into a Jeffries tube.

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Nods to the MO, sitting up:: MO: Thank you.

OPS_Nichols says:
<MO Dyed> FCO: I highly suggest that you eat something before returning to duty.

Host CO_Loran says:
*CEO* I understand, Commander, but if we lose this ship it could mean trouble for the past or present or future.

XO-Teasley says:
::Thinks: I’m going to get him when I get up::

CEO_Fletcher says:
*CO* But it's not going to help if we get thrown to five different timelines in twenty different pieces though.

FCO_Jadahn says:
MO: Aye, so a little food and I'm cleared to return to duty?

OPS_Nichols says:
<MO Dyed> FCO: Affirmative.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The fleeing ship begins to emit chronoton particles while slipping around the back of the star.

Host CO_Loran says:
*CEO* I understand, just replicate more duct tape to hold the ship together.  ::Smirks at the last statement::

TO_Benson says:
::Looks frantically at the tactical console:: OPS: I can't give you any more power from tactical without compromising the security of the ship.

XO-Teasley says:
::Still out like a light::

OPS_Nichols says:
::Finishes shutting down all nonessential systems:: TO: Understood.

Host CO_Loran says:
OPS: What is our speed?

CEO_Fletcher says:
::Smiles:: *CO* Why for some odd reason did I know you we're going to say that and still go on with this crazy plan?

OPS_Nichols says:
<MO Dyed> FCO: The CMO is out right now but if you'd like to borrow his replicator, I'm certain he would understand.  ::Points to the office::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Nods to the MO and goes into the CMO's office, taking notice of the fun little Cardassian touches that are about the place::

TO_Benson says:
OPS: How about rerouting power from the replicator systems?

OPS_Nichols says:
CO: We have matched their 9.9, Sir.

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
CO: Ready to emit chronoton particles, Captain.

CEO_Fletcher says:
::Goes and calculates a quick simulation and runs it::

XO-Teasley says:
::Still out::

Host CO_Loran says:
CSO: Do so.

OPS_Nichols says:
TO: Already pulling everything from nonessential systems.

CEO_Fletcher says:
*CO* We have an 85% chance of survival, so the question is do you feel lucky?

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The fleeing ship disappears in a cloud of chronotons.

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Orders some bread but the replicator just beeps and spits out some Larish pie:: Self: Wow, he really has Cardafied the place.  ::Shrugs and chows down on the Larish Pie::

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
::Checks his readings, sets the chronoton emotion level, closes his eyes and hits the button::

TO_Benson says:
CO: Suggest evacuating the lower decks and rerouting power from those decks to the Structural Integrity and Inertial Dampening Field systems.

Host CO_Loran says:
*CEO* Why, yes I do.  ::Smiles::

Host CO_Loran says:
TO: Do what is necessary, as we will need all we can for those systems.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The FCO's pie tastes like old shoe leather.

TO_Benson says:
CO: Aye, Sir.  ::Taps the console sending out a message to evacuate the lower three decks immediately::

CEO_Fletcher says:
*CO* And yet again I knew you were going to say that! Fletcher, out.

XO-Teasley says:
::Wanting to pound commander Lansing to a little lump::

FCO_Jadahn says:
Self: Yum...tastes homemade. ::Finishes::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: All power on the ship fails.

OPS_Nichols says:
::Sends message for radiation leaks to Sickbay::

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
::Sitting in the dark wondering what happened::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::About to dash out of the office when the power fails and he slams into the door and falls onto the ground::

CEO_Fletcher says:
::Looks around:: Self: I didn't do it!!!

Host CO_Loran says:
::Looks around at his darkened Bridge::  All: What happened?

TO_Benson says:
::Watches as all power goes offline.  Stands at the tactical console in the dark, tapping furiously at the console trying to regain power::

OPS_Nichols says:
::Watches as the Bridge goes dark:: CO: Captain, I swear there isn't even a red button for me to push on this console!

CEO_Fletcher says:
::Goes to the emergency control locker to get some beam lights::

TO_Benson says:
::Feels her way over to a wall locker and activates the manual override, opening up the locker.  Extracts a wrist beacon and activates it::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The XO wakes up to a completely dark corridor.

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
CO: I have a theory of what happened.  ::As he floats into the air::

TO_Benson says:
::Begins to float up as the artificial gravity system fails::

CEO_Fletcher says:
Engineers: Okay, people I want to know why we shut down and how to fix this!  ::Starts to float::

OPS_Nichols says:
::Feels herself leave her seat:: Self: Oh man, not again.

XO-Teasley says:
Self: What the..??  That little....

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Opens eyes just as his head bumps against the ceiling.  Screams can be heard outside the office in Sickbay, expletive after expletive::

Host CO_Loran says:
::Starts to float up and tries to move over to his chair, using his zero G training::  CSO: What is it?

TO_Benson says:
::Grabs onto the edge of the locker door and pulls herself down::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Pushes off the ceiling and then grabs onto the CMO's desk::

OPS_Nichols says:
<MO Dyed> ::Hears the FCO as he floats to the ceiling:: FCO: Just grab something, hold on and shut up, Lieutenant.

XO-Teasley says:
::Starts to float off the tube towards a power core, needs the gravity boots and a phaser::

CEO_Fletcher says:
::Goes over to gravity control but there is still no power::

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
CO: When we started to emit chronotons it overloaded the power relays and blew the ships main fuse box.

TO_Benson says:
::Reaches into the locker and grabs some wrist beacons, tossing them towards the center of the Bridge, hoping the crew can get to them::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Grabs some decoration from the CMO's desk and then pushes off over to the door.  Sticks the decoration in the door and tries to pry it open::

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
CO: However since the power is out I can’t be sure about that.

OPS_Nichols says:
::Grabs the back of her seat and tries to hold on::

CEO_Fletcher says:
Engineers: I need power!  Get the back up generators hooked up now!

XO-Teasley says:
::Opens the hatch near a phaser locker::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: One of the wrist lights thrown by the TO hits the CO in the head.

TO_Benson says:
All: Reach out and try to grab the wrist beacons!  ::Shines her wrist beacon to the center of the Bridge illuminating the floating beacons::

OPS_Nichols says:
::Reaches for one of the beacons::

TO_Benson says:
::Watches as one of the beacons hits the CO on the head:: CO: Sorry, Sir!

Host CO_Loran says:
::Grabs onto his chair and tries to get himself into his chair and hold onto it as his head is struck by something::  Self:  Ouch!

XO-Teasley says:
::Finds an EVA suit and decides to get it on::

Host CO_Loran says:
CSO: It wouldn't have taken out every single system and their backups.

OPS_Nichols says:
::Hears the CO yell:: CO: Are you okay, Sir?

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
CO: In theory it can.

XO-Teasley says:
::Puts on the helmet and turns on the toys to it::

Host CO_Loran says:
OPS: I'm okay, I've had worse.

OPS_Nichols says:
CO: Um, Sir, perhaps we should try to get to your Ready Room window?  We were heading toward the sun after all.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The CEO hears a small explosion, then another.  The warp core begins to slide away.

TO_Benson says:
CO: Sir, we don't have much time.  Life support is surely offline as well.  ::Rummages through the locker looking for re-breather units::

XO-Teasley says:
::Grabs some power cells and a phaser rifle and lights::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Floats about in the office, beginning to breathe harder and harder as oxygen is depleted::

XO-Teasley says:
::Wishing Lansing could hear him:: Self: All right, they have messed with the wrong officer!

TO_Benson says:
::Pulls out a re-breather unit and struggles to put it on::

OPS_Nichols says:
~~~CSO: You okay?~~~

CEO_Fletcher says:
::Hears the warp core clamps blow:: Oh great!  ALL: Hurry everyone grab that core!

XO-Teasley says:
::Walks out and onto the deck looking for Lansing::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Goes back to the door, holding the same decoration, he begins pounding on the door, breathing really, really hard now::

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
~~~OPS: I have been better~~~

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Getting weak::

TO_Benson says:
::Activates the re-breather then grabs a few more out of the locker::  All: Here, grab these re-breathers!  ::Tosses them towards the center of the Bridge:: CO: Sir, be careful!

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
::Catches the breathing device::

Host CO_Loran says:
::Tries to grab onto a re-breather::

OPS_Nichols says:
::Reaches for a re-breather::

FCO_Jadahn says:
~~~OPS: Get me...out...of...~~~  ::Trails off, hard to concentrate, getting weaker as the oxygen is very low in the office now::

CEO_Fletcher says:
::Rushes over and grabs the core.  Starts to swim upward:: Engineers: It's not heavy so pull!

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Despite engineering's best effort, the warp core slides out of the ship.

XO-Teasley says:
::Takes out the tricorder and starts scanning::

OPS_Nichols says:
CO: Sir?  The window?

XO-Teasley says:
Self: Well ship’s power is out.  Could try the computer core.  ::Heads off in that direction, phaser on stun::

Host CO_Loran says:
OPS: We can try.  ::Moves over to his Ready Room and tries to open the door::

TO_Benson says:
::Reaches into the locker and grabs all she can with her one free hand sending the stuff floating towards the center of the Bridge.  Pulls herself along towards the tactical console::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: With no power for a forcefield at the ejection hatch, atmosphere begins to rush out of engineering.

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Breathing hard, gets dizzy and fights losing consciousness::

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
CO: We may have to abandon ship.

TO_Benson says:
CO: Sir, use the portable power pack and open the doors manually.

OPS_Nichols says:
::Pushes off from her chair towards the Ready Room then hears a faint call::

Host CO_Loran says:
CSO: If we can't get out of the Bridge or tell the rest of the ship, we won’t be able to.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Emergency power comes online as well as gravity.  The TO falls to the deck along with all other floating crew and equipment.

OPS_Nichols says:
CO: I believe the FCO is calling for help, Sir.

TO_Benson says:
::Drops like a lead brick to the deck:: OOOFF!!!! AGHHH!

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: A forcefield energizes over the ejection hatch.

CEO_Fletcher says:
:: Falls to the floor with everyone else::

Host CO_Loran says:
::Falls to the floor with a thump::  All: Owww!

XO-Teasley says:
::Notices the Emergency power is back online, stops and disengages the boots::

OPS_Nichols says:
::Hits the ground barely missing landing on top of the CO::

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
::With a resounding THUD he becomes re-acquainted with the floor of the Bridge::

TO_Benson says:
::Gets up and heads back to the tactical console::

Host CO_Loran says:
OPS: I don't think he will need help now, except from a MO.

OPS_Nichols says:
CO: Aye, Sir.

XO-Teasley says:
::I'm going to get that rat::

OPS_Nichols says:
::Takes a deep breath as life support fills the Bridge with fresh air::

Host CO_Loran says:
::Stands up and moves to his chair::  All:  What is going on and what is our status?

CEO_Fletcher says:
::Gets up slowly but no it doesn't help that he fell ten feet from the ground::

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
::Slowly gets up and gets back to Science 1::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Falls to the ground from the ceiling area and is knocked unconscious by the impact and sudden rush of oxygen into the room but begins to breathe normally again::

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
CO: We have a problem.

OPS_Nichols says:
*MO* Is everything all right down there?

XO-Teasley says:
::Notices the oxygen is back on::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Limited sensors show Titan about 50000Km from the star's corona.  Shields are down.

OPS_Nichols says:
::Heads back to Flight Control and sits down::

TO_Benson says:
::Pulls the re-breather off her face letting it hang around her neck, just in case.  Taps the console trying to get sensor readings::  CO: Shields offline, Sir!

OPS_Nichols says:
<MO Dyed> *OPS* We will be under control momentarily.

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
CO: We have a big problem.

OPS_Nichols says:
CO:, Sir, we are 50,000Km from the sun.

XO-Teasley says:
::Gets to a panel and use the internal scanners for Lansing.

Host CO_Loran says:
CSO: What is it?

CEO_Fletcher says:
*Eng To Sickbay* We have wounded!  ::Noticing some people were higher then just ten feet and flying to the lowest floor of Main Engineering it's a good thing::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Lies unconscious on the floor of the CMO's office::

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
CO: The warp core is gone, Sir.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Titan's inertial speed increases as she is caught in the star's gravity well.

Host CO_Loran says:
CSO: Where is the core?

XO-Teasley says:
::Notices the COM online:: *CO* Sir, you alright up there?

TO_Benson says:
::Taps furiously at the tactical console trying to get shields back online::

Host CO_Loran says:
OPS: Get us away from that sun.

XO-Teasley says:
::Still scanning for Lansing::

CEO_Fletcher says:
::Gets impulse power back online::

OPS_Nichols says:
::Swears under her breath:: CO: Sir, we are caught in the gravity well.  Without warp, my abilities are rather limited.

Host CO_Loran says:
*XO* I will be once we get out of here.

TO_Benson says:
CO: There is not enough power to bring shields back online!

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Eyes shoot open as he gasps for air.  Stops, realizing the oxygen is back in the room.  Scrambles to his feet, feeling slightly dizzy and then stumbles out into Sickbay and heads for the nearest turbolift::

XO-Teasley says:
*CO* Sir, that nut Lansing shot me and took off!  I bet he did this to us.

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
CO: It seems the hatch was somehow opened and the core ejected.

TO_Benson says:
CO: Suggest taking life support offline and rerouting power to the shields!  We can survive using the re-breather units.

OPS_Nichols says:
<MO Dyed> ::Grabs the FCO:: FCO: Oh no, not till I check you out first.  Come on.  ::Turns him back to Sickbay::

Host CO_Loran says:
TO: See if you can find this Lansing character and get security on him.  I want him alive, though.

TO_Benson says:
CO: Aye, Sir.

Host CO_Loran says:
CSO: Lock a tractor beam onto the warp core.

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Glares at the MO:: MO: I'm fine.  Just get me a re-breather just in case.  ::Thinks a moment:: Please, Doctor.

OPS_Nichols says:
::Redirects the ship at 80 degrees away from the sun and engages impulse::

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
CO: There is a hull breach in Main Engineering.  Containment fields are not responding.

XO-Teasley says:
Self: Where are you Lansing?

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
::Tries activating the tractor beam::

XO-Teasley says:
*Lansing* I know you can hear me, talk to me.

CEO_Fletcher says:
::Gets an idea and heads out of Main Engineering headed for Shuttlebay 3.   Enters Shuttle bay command codes::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The warp core is out of tractor beam range.

TO_Benson says:
*Security* Bridge to Security.  Security protocol Alpha 1-9.  Locate and detain LtCmdr. Lansing.

CEO_Fletcher says:
*CO* Permission to take out the Titania?

OPS_Nichols says:
<MO Dyed> FCO: Let me fix that knot on your head then you can go, but it isn't good for you to go to the Bridge bleeding.

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
CO: The breach is contained.

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Thinks: Bleeding?::

CSO_Ryan_Horn says:
CO: However the warp core is not in tractor range.

Host CO_Loran says:
*CEO* Do so and get that warp core back.

TO_Benson says:
<Security> *TO* Aye, Sir!  ::Dispatches security teams throughout the ship to locate Lansing::

TO_Benson says:
CO: Security has been dispatched, Sir.

XO-Teasley says:
::Scanning for Lansing while moving::

CEO_Fletcher says:
*CO* Aye, Sir.  ::Enters the Titania and is ready to launch.  Waits for doors to open completely::

OPS_Nichols says:
::Turns the ship to 95 degrees and tries again::

OPS_Nichols says:
<MO Dyed> ::Uses a dermal regenerator on the FCO's head then releases him to duty::

Host CO_Loran says:
OPS: Any luck on getting us out of the sun's gravity?

FCO_Jadahn says:
MO: Thank you ::Rubs head while leaving Sickbay and gets on the nearest turbolift:: Bridge.

OPS_Nichols says:
CO: Still trying to, Sir.  We are turned to 95 degrees.

CEO_Fletcher says:
@::Engages thrusters and leaves Titan::

TO_Benson says:
CO: Sir, suggest decompressing the cargo bays and shuttle bays to give us a speed boost.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The Titan’s hull begins to superheat.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Titania launches smoothly.

Host CO_Loran says:
TO: Is there anybody in those areas?

CEO_Fletcher says:
@::Heads for the core at full impulse::

TO_Benson says:
CO: Negative, Sir.  All areas are clear of personnel.

TO_Benson says:
CO: Hull temperature exceeding design limitations!

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Turbolift comes to a stop and he gets off and sees Lt. Nichols covering for him:: OPS: I can take it as soon as you are ready.

OPS_Nichols says:
::Turns to 105 degrees:: FCO: As soon as this maneuver is finished you can have her.

Host CO_Loran says:
FCO: Glad to see you are better.

Host CO_Loran says:
TO: Then do so.

FCO_Jadahn says:
CO: Yes, Sir, well, I took a nap after being treated, it wasn't exactly voluntary, but I think it helped.

OPS_Nichols says:
::Stands up from Flight Control:: FCO: She's all yours Jadahn.

CEO_Fletcher says:
@::Powers up tractor beam::  COM: Titan: You should get some more pitch to get you out if you open Shuttlebay 2 and Cargo Bays 5 &6.

TO_Benson says:
CO: Aye, Sir.  *Ship Wide* All hands prepare to decompress cargo bays and shuttle bays!  Move to a safe zone now!  ::Taps the console initiating decompression sequences::

XO-Teasley says:
::Where are you Lansing::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Nods to Nichols:: OPS: Thank you.  ::Takes his seat::

TO_Benson says:
All: Decompression sequences initiated!

CEO_Fletcher says:
@::Sees the core, Titania is now getting overheated, shields are failing::

Host CO_Loran says:
COM: CEO: Doing so now.

OPS_Nichols says:
::Grabs a re-breather and sits back at OPS::

OPS_Nichols says:
::Redirects control back to the OPS console::

TO_Benson says:
All: Decompression in 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, now!

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Puts the pedal to the metal, so to speak and directs Titan's aft right at the star just as decompression takes place::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The decompression works to help move Titan away from the star.

CEO_Fletcher says:
@::Should now be within tractor range:: Self: Engaging.....Now! ::Pushes button::

TO_Benson says:
::Gets thrown back from the sudden thrust of the decompression::

Host CO_Loran says:
OPS: Where are we now?

TO_Benson says:
CO: We're moving out, Sir!

OPS_Nichols says:
CO: Checking, Sir.

XO-Teasley says:
::Still looking for Lansing::

XO-Teasley says:
::Goes around the concern:

TO_Benson says:
::Breathes a sigh of relief as she sees the Titan is moved out of the star's gravity well::

XO-Teasley says:
::Checks for chronotons particles on the ship::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Titania grabs the warp core.

OPS_Nichols says:
CO: Confirmed, Sir, we are clearing the gravity well.

Host CO_Loran says:
OPS: Good.

CEO_Fletcher says:
@::Shields start to fail:: Self: Yes!  ::As the tractor beam grabs the core::

Host CO_Loran says:
FCO: Put us close to the sun but a safe distance from its gravity well in case we need to help the Titania.

CEO_Fletcher says:
@::Heads out at full impulse::

TO_Benson says:
::Gets a message from Security::  CO: Sir, Security reports they cannot locate LtCmdr. Lansing.  Shall we keep searching?

Host CO_Loran says:
TO: Yes.

CEO_Fletcher says:
@ COM: Titan: I got the core and I’m coming in.

TO_Benson says:
CO: Aye, Sir.  ::Sends a message to security to keep searching::

FCO_Jadahn says:
CO: Aye, Sir.  ::Changes direction so Titan goes at the star at an angle so as not to be sucked right on in::

FCO_Jadahn says:
Computer: Can any humanoid life forms be identified that are not of the regular Titan crew?

XO-Teasley says:
::Scratches his head on where Lansing could be:

Host AGMDave says:
<Computer> FCO: Negative.

Host CO_Loran says:
COM: Titania:  Good to hear.  Once you are clear of the sun, we will head back to Memory Alpha.

FCO_Jadahn says:
Computer: Then what good are you?!

Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<PAUSE TITAN MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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